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Rescher’s Account of Counterfactuals. Two basic presuppositions lie at the root
of Rescher’s theory of counterfactuals, as presented in [5]. The first presupposition is that counterfactual conditionals are the result of a reasoning process that
started from a belief–contravening hypothesis. The second presupposition is that
a counterfactual conditional cf (C/H) — if H were the case, then C would be
the case as well — is explicated adequately when the following four conditions
are met:
(1) H must be false,
(2) H is not self–contradictory,
(3) cf (C1 /H) and cf (C2 /H) can both be true counterfactuals, but only when
C1 and C2 are compatible, and
(4) there should be some “genuine connection” between H and C.
Rescher’s Theory of Counterfactual Reasoning. According to Rescher, the reasoning process that results in a counterfactual conditional cf (C/H) is adequately
captured by the prioritized logic CSE (Compatible Subset Entailment):
Definition 1. cf (C/H) iff h{H}, Γ1 , ..., Γn i `CSE C.
As is clear from the above definition, the logic CSE defines a consequence relation Σ ` A, with Σ an n–tuple h{H}, Γ1 , ..., Γn i of sets of closed formulas, such
that each Γi in Σ has a different preference ranking (Γi is preferred over Γi+1 ). A
formula A is a CSE–consequence of a premise set Σ iff A is a CL–consequence
of all maximal consistent subsets of Σ that all contain {H}.
Problem with Rescher’s Account. It is easily recognized that not all counterfactual conditionals based on the CSE–consequence relation meet the conditions
Rescher himself laid down for counterfactual conditionals. Consider e.g. the following example:
Example 1. cf (q/p), because h{p}, {¬p, q}i `CSE q.
It is obvious that there is not a “genuine connection” between the counterfactual hypothesis p and the formula q, despite the fact that the latter is definitely

a CSE–consequence of the former (together with some prioritized background
knowledge). In other words, there is no relation of relevance between the counterfactual hypothesis and all of its consequences.
The absence of a “genuine connection” (or relevance) between a counterfactual hypothesis and some of its counterfactual consequences shows us that
Rescher is fundamentally mistaken either about counterfactuals or about counterfactual reasoning. I take it that the problem is to be situated within Rescher’s
theory of counterfactual reasoning and suppose that his account of counterfactuals is more or less adequate.
Proposed Solution. In this talk, I will show that Rescher’s theory of counterfactual reasoning can be improved by replacing the logic CSE by the adaptive
(modal) logic CfR.
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